privacytopia (festival)
Community Engagement Assistant

Job title  Community Engagement Assistant for Privacytopia
Location  Brussels, office and remote
Terms  Student contract, 10hrs a week
Salary/rate  13.5€
Requirements  Enrolled student, preferably in art, communications, or privacy related studies (VUB/ULB)

About us
Privacy Salon is a non-profit organization that aims to critically inform the broader public, policymakers and industry in Belgium and Europe about privacy, data protection and other social and ethical issues raised with introducing new technologies in society. We co-organise the annual Computers, Privacy and Data Protection conference (CPDP).

About Privacytopia
Privacytopia is a NOMADIC arts festival, traveling to a new European city each year. It is a celebration of privacy, with a holistic view on the future we share with a digital world. Through the filter of the artist’s gaze, we research the sense and non-sense of the digital age. Data usage is handy, it’s all around us and it doesn’t go away. It helps many of us to find what they are looking for: friends, jobs, a location, an identity, transport, a hotel... It is an extension of our brain, it helps us with keeping healthy or pay for coffee, cloths, or food.

Responsibilities
- Managing Privacy Salon’s relations and developing relationships through social media
- Public relations, Support with drafting press releases and relevant email/newsletter communication to artists and partners
- Community Management for our social media channels
- Support with drafting and maintaining the artist and festival FAQ
- Support with the monthly newsletter
- Backend support of our website
- Handling and managing the DAG website
- Other relevant duties may be required

Your profile
- Educational background in communication or art studies or demonstrating strong interest and experience in communications, art, privacy, data protection, media, etc.
- Sufficient skills in social media, newsletter writing, blogposts
- You are well organised, can plan and problem-solve and can prioritise
- Proficient in English, fluency in Dutch, French is a significant asset
- Interested in privacy, data protection and other legal and ethical issues posed by technologies, interest in culture and art scene
- Well organised and able to work with tight deadlines, Ability to work with minimal supervision

Contact us to apply
info@privacytopia.org
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